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IN his Lumleian Lectures, 1934, Tidy described glandular fever and 
infectious mononucleosis, and the introductory remarks in this communica
tion are freely drawn from the discussion in the lectures. 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 

Glandular fever is an acute infectious disease, characterized by fever, 
glandular enlargement, blood changes (especially mononucleosis), and 
sometimes by severe faucial changes. The term glandular fever was first 
given to this disease by Pfeiffer. Sprunt' and Evans ~sed the title 
"infectious mononucleosis" without realizing the identity of this disease 
with that which Pfeiffer had already described. The condition more 
commonly affects children, but no age is immnne. Cases occur amongst 
the home garrison from time to time, but no authentic cases have been 
recorded in India and other stations abroad. Epi~emics occasionally occur, 
but the degree of infectivity is not high, and fatal cases are rare, 

Three principal clinical types of the disease are recognized: (1) Glandu
lar or Pfeiffer's type ; (2) anginose type (monocytic, angina); (S) febrile 
t,ype .. Although three clinical types are described there.,inay be .consider-
, 11' ' . ... ," 
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] 46 Laboratory Diagnosis of Glandular Fever 

able overlapping in the features of these types. The disease may be most 
protean in itscliniqal manifestations, which may be the cause of a correct 
diagnosis being overlooked. 

The glandular type is characterized usually by a prodromal period 
lasting from one to four days before glandular enlargement becomes 
marked, but the prodromal period may pass unnoticed, or may be 
completely absent. Enlargement of lymphatic glands is the predominant 
feature associated with sore throat, but the degree of glandular enlargement 
is quite out of proportion to the faucial changes. All or any group of 
glands may be enlarged, but the cervical glands are the ones that are most 
strikingly affected. There is nearly always pyrexia, but constitutional 
symptoms are usually slight. 

The characteristic of the anginose type is the presence of a membrane 
on or near the tonsils clinically indistillguishable from that in diphtheria, 
but unlike this the membrane may persist for several days. There is a 
prodromal period of considerable length, from one to three weeks, during 
which there is increasing malaise and pyrexia, without any definite 
physical signs. The cervical glands are often enlarged, and the spleen may 
be palpable, but perhaps less often than in the glandular type. 

The febrile type is characterized by a stage of invasioll in which the 
onset is usually sudden, with headache, malaise arid rise of temperature, 
which may be accompanied by one or two rigors. Less often the onset 
may be insidious and vague. Sore throat is rarely complained of in adults, 
though the fauces may be reddened. This stage is followed by a stage of 
eruption. The rash appears usually between the fourth and seventh days. 
The most common type consists of macules or papules which are commonly 
2 to 5 millimetres in diameter, pink or pinkish-brown in colour, and may 
disappear on pressure. In number they are usually scanty, but may be 
fairly numerous. They are distributed principally on the trunk, but may 
also be scattered over the back and limbs, and a few spots may appear 
rarely on the face. The rash fades in.about four days. There is usually 
only one crop, but further crops may develop or may appear in a relapse. 
The eruption thus presents a close resemblance to typhoid. A rash is 
not always evident, and if scanty is easily overlooked. The constitutjonal 
symptoms become more m!W:ked during this stage. The spleen is not 
usually palpable. The lymphatic glands commonly become palpable about 
the end 6f the third week; The groups which are enlarged are the same 
as in the glandul~r type, but they rarely attain the same size and faucial 
symptoms are uncommon. There is no regular course for the temperature, 
but it usually rises with the enlargement of the glands. It is usually 
remittent for about two weeks and then becomes intermittent and 
gradull:~ly defer:vesces in the course of a further two or more weeks. The 
duration of the temperature is usua.lly about four weeks, but may last many 
weeks or months, followed by gradual convalescence. 

As has been indicated there may be marked variation in the clinical 
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L. T. Poole and H. T. Findlay 147 

types~ With regard t() the character of the eruptions, there are two 
important types: (1) A macular eruption, in the febrile type ;' and (2) a 
.rubelliform eruption, mainly in young children. Eruptions may develop 
which have been vari()usly described as urticaria, erythema nodosum, or 
morbilliform, and one case has been 'diagnosed as typhus. These rashes 
are usually transient. 

. Hrnmaturia is not uncommon as a complication. Suppuration of the 
glands is nota feature' of glandular fever; . Conjunctivitis is by no means 
uncommon. Pain and spasm of' the neck muscles and headache may be 
sufficiently severe. to suggest meningitis . 

. The blood picture shows nbcbange in the red cells and no anrnmiain 
the ordinary course of the illness. . The ,characteristic change is the 
development of an absolute lymphocytosis, but this change is not confined 
to the lymphocytes, all leucocytes are· affected. . 

The total leucocyte count usually does not exceed, or materially exceed, 
the higher limits of the normal. The total counts commonly lie' between 
6,000 and 15,000 per cubic millimetre, but sometimes the count may greatly 
exceed this figure. Counts over 20,000 per cubic millimetre areunusua;]. 
The high counts which are common in IYlnphoid leukrnmia do not occur in 
glandular fever. L()w counts below 4,OOO'per .cubic millimetre are rare. 

Examination of the nuclei of the polymorphonuclear cells shows 
frequently a "shift to the·left "-that is, towards more primitive cells. 

. An absolute lymphocytoRis is the outstanding feature and usual criterion 
of glandular fever, but it is important to note that a definite polynuCleosis 
may be present in the prodromal and initial stages of the disease. The 
polynuCleosis occurs only in the initial stage; is .transient and does not 
develop during the course of the illness. . 

Lymphocytosis and glandular enlargement usually develop together on 
or about the same day in all types. The deg'ree of lymphocytosis does not 
show any direct relation to the size of the glands, but in any individual 
case the lymphocytosis approximately follows the same course as the glands 
and persists or falls with them. The usual percentage of mononuclear 
cells present is between 60 and 70. . 

The mononuclear cells Illre extremely varied in type. Numerous types 
of abnormal mononuClear cells are usually present simultarieous{y, which is 
in marked contrast to lymphoid leukrnmia. The predominant cell maybe 
different in different cases,. and may also phange with great rapidity in the 
course of an individual case; . This is to be noted in all types of glandular 
fever: The mononuclear cells which occur in this disease may be divided 
into three groups: (1) Normallymphocytes. Some normal cells are always 
present and may form a high percentage.;' As convalescence' sets in there 
is a return to predominance ()f small lymphocytes; (2) primitive lympho
cytes;(3) abnot'mal mononuclear's. 

There are two common; types of primitive lymphocytes both of which 
are l~nown as. eithetJ" ly"mphoblasts~'or',11eucoblasts i~: (a). Large cells 
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148 Laboratory Diagnosis of Glandular Fever 

with clear, slightly basophilic cytoplasm, no azure granules, vacuoles 
usually absent, but occasionally present.. The nucleus is pale, may be 
slightly irregular with fine chromatin and no nucleoli; (b) large cells with 
cytoplasm distinctly basophilic, but staining irregularly. In tbe nucleus 
one or often more. nucleoli are usually present; the chromatin is irregularly 
distributed and the nucleus stains darkly. 

The abnormal mononuciear cells are of such varying types that it is 
only possible to indicate the points on which they differ from the normal. 
Practically all combinations of such variation can be .observed: (1) Size, 
larger than normal; (2) shape of nucleus, may be round, oval, or bean
shaped, or may be markedly indented as in the Reider cell or normal large 
mononuclear; (3) chromatin of nucleus, no standard type, network often 
irregular; (4) staining of nucleus, darker than normal; (5) cytoplasm, 
stains more basophilic than normal. Vacuoles may be present, sometimes 
to a marked degree. 

The commonest predominant cell is somewhat larger than a small 
lymphocyte; the cytoplasm is more basophilic than a normal large 
1ymphocyte, and the nucleus is darker and indented. . 

Combinations of the variations classified above, in their advanced 
forms, give cells resembling (or identical with) normal or abnormal piasma 
cells. 

When the typical clinical symptoms and characteristic changes in the 
blood are present, diagnosis is easy. In cases where the characteristic 
features are less distinctive, the glandular type may be confused with acute 
lymphoid leukremia, also with sepsis and mumps. The anginose type 
requires differentiation from diphtheria, Vincent's angina and scarlet fever. 
In the febrile type typhoid and various fevers require to be excluded. The 
blood changes Qlay be not unlike those found in whooping-cough, mumps 
and rubella and possibly other conditions, including agranulocytosis. 

LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS. 

The Wassermann reaction is positive in about half the number of cases. 
It usually becomes positive in the second week, persists for some weeks and 
then becomes negative. It is rarely very strongly positive and Sprunt 
suggests that this transient reaction is connected with the presence of 
heterophile antibodies. 

Demon.stration of Heterophile Antibodies. 
The subject of heterophile antigens and antibodies is a complex one, 

not yet fully understood. A few notes, extracted from some of the literature 
on the subject, may be of interest. 

Paul and Bunnell define a heterophile antibody as one "having the 
capacity to react with certain antigens. which are quite different from, and 
phylogenetically unrelated to, the one instrumental in producing, the 
antibody resr>0nse." Much of the earlier work on this subject was done 
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L. T. Poole and H.T. Findlay 149 

by Forssman and, as a result, the heterophile antigen is sometimes known 
as "Forssman Antigen." It was found that the inoculation of a suitable 
animal such as the rabbit with an extract of guinea-pig's or cedain other 
animal tissues, resulted in the production of sheep-cell hremolysins. It is 
now known that substances capable of stimulating this heterophile response 
are widely distributed in nature. Their method of distribution, however, 
appears very haphazard. For example, Forssman,antigen is present in the 
tissues of the guinea-pig, horse, dog, cat, mouse, fowl, tortoise, and certain 
fish, but is absent from the tissues of man, the rabbit, ox, sheep, rat, goose, 
pigeon, eel, and frog. Those animals whose tissues contain the antigen 
are sometimes referred to as the "guinea-pig group," and the others are 
caiIed the "rabbit group." The tissues and organs of the "guinea-pig 
group" which have been found to contain this heterophile antigen, include 
kidney, liver, lung, adrenal, testicle, heart, skeletal muscles, lymph-glands, , 
and serum. A lipoidal fraction may be extracted from the above tissues 
which reacts in vitro with heterophile antibody. By itself, however, this 
extract is not antigenic. The whole tissue extract or some lipoid-protein 
complex in it, appears to be necessary for it to exert its antigenic property. 
It was quite by accident that Paul and BunneU discovered the presence of 
sheep cell agglutinins in the serum of patients suffering from infectious 
mononucleosis. The infective agent has not yet been discovered but, 

,whatever it is, it is apparently capable of acting like Forssman antigen 
stimulating the production 6f heterophile antibodies in a marked degree. 

Normal sera may contain sheep-cell agglutinins in very low concentra
tion, but never to an extent approaching that found in glandular fever. For 
example. in a series of 850 healthy persons, Davidsohn found 9 per cent to 
possess sheep-cell agglutinins in a serum-dilution of 1 : 4, a few in dilutions 
of 1 :8, and none in higher dilution. 

In order to assess the value of this phenomenon in the laboratory 
diagnosis of infectious mononucleosis, Paul and Bunnell examined numbers 
of sera from hospital patients afflicted by a great variety of complaints. 
Briefly it may be said that the only condition showing heterophile anti
bodies in any amount was serum disease. In their series of cases there 
were four of infectious mononucleosis and seven of serum disease. All the 
glandular fever sera produced sheep-cell agglutinins to a considerably 
higher titre than their most severe case of serum disease. The highest 
agglutinin titre noted in serum disease was 1 : 64, and if reference is made 
to the circular, "Methods for Demonstrating the Presence of Heterophile 
Antibodies," which is reproduced on page 153, it will be noted that a 
minimum titre of 1 : 60 IS required before returning the test as positive. 

There is one exception which remains to be mentioned. Paul and 
Bunnell's series included a case of obscure anremia which terminated' 
fatally and which they diagnosed asa leukromic leukremia or aplastic 

'anremia. A single determination of the sheep-cell agglutinins carried out 
on the seventy-fifth day ofthedisease showed a titre of 1 : 128. 
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150 L(Lboratm'Y D iagnosis of GlanduirL?" Fever 

The beterophile antibodies appea.r to be at their maximum in infections 
mononucleosis between tbe seventh and seventeenth dn,y of the disease; 
owing to the small number of cases in which detet'minations have been 
made, the time stated is only approximate, They seem also to disappear 
from the serum in about four tllontiJs time. 

Scrum from a case, clinically very sl1gg€~tive of infectious mononnc]eo
sis, and with a confirmatory blood pi cture, Wil,S r ecently nweived in this 
D epartment wit.b a reqnest for examination as to tbe presence of heterophile 
antibodies. The serum, taken on the twelfth day of the disease, deUlon
strated tbe presence of heterophile agglutinins in fL dilution of more tban 
1: 21.0. 'Jlhe test, repeated on the sixteenth day, sbo\ .... ed a trace present 
in a sel'um dilntion of 1 : 480. An estimation of the sheep-cell hmmolysin s 
ca.rried ont a t the sawe timo gave a figm:e a.pproximately equal to th a t Ior 
the agglutinins, Iu t.his case both tests were carried ouL, hu t as a routine 
it is unnecessary to perform a dual test, 

Photograph No. 1 of tbe n.gglutinatiol1 test was taken about five min utes 
after the tuves of both test and control bad been inverted and shows tbe 
rapid sedime ntation of the clumped rod cell s. 

J.) ilutionll I : Jj 

P I:f OTOanAPll No, 1.-'l'HE .AOOLC'IlNA.'UOX T ES'l'. 

(a) PATlEN'I" 1S SERUJII. 

I ; S(I I: (il) 1 : 120 I : 210 1 : 1.'0 

(b) COl\TROT. S~: Kl \1. 

I : 9<. 

O iJ utin l! :J 1 :15 1 ;:10 1:(;0 l:I2fJ l: :!lO 1:4SO 1:900 

Thc photograph illustrp,~os the rapid sedimentation oL sbeep cells fol lowing agglutination by 
t he pa,tien~'i:I l:Ierum. Jj'jve minutes onl y were a.llowed fo[, sedimentati.on n,iLer thorough mi xing. 
The " specks" on some of thc tuues are due to .t :;p30tt.ering" of the clumped cells on the side of 
tho tube du ring Lhe process of sh o.kiug. 
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L. T. Poole and H. T. Findlay 151 

Photograph No. 2 of the htemolytic test was taken after allowing time 
for any suspended cells to settle. The end-point is the highest serum 
dilution sbo \",ing agglutination o t' hrelllolysis, respectively, of the sheep cells. 
The titre in this instance was 1 : 480. 

Diln~ion~ 1 : 1':' 

PHO'l'OGllArn No. 2.-TlIE H"1~ 1> I01 .Y·1'1C TEST. 

(a) T'ATlF:NT'S SJillUr.J. 

I: 30 1 :ti{t 1 ;1:!Q 1 :HO J : ~'O 

(b) CONl'Hor, W I'!'H NORMAL SEunI. 

I : !lOO 

Dilution" 1:15 1: ::lO 1; (lI 1:1 20 J : :!",Ol:4SU 1: %0 

The photograpb \va.!\ tltkeu a.fter allowing the tube .. to s Land overnight. Ah~euco of 
b<.CmoIYBj~ is ind icated by a clear Lube iu which t he non·lysed cells have deposited. Noto the 
occurrence of hremolysh; in the patient's serum up to a dilution of 1 : 480. 

Photograph No. 3 shows the result of a rapid slide agglutination carried 
out by mixing a drop 01 20 per cent sheep red blood cell. in saline with a 
drop of tbe patient's serum on a slide. Agglutination occurred within a 
few seconds :Lnd was very marked. 
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152 Labomt01'Y Diagnosis of Glandular Fever 

PHOTOGRAPH No. S.-RAPID SLIDE AGGLUTIN AT ION. 

The Olt\fked agglutina.tion of sheop's cells by the pat.icut.'s serum indicated by a + i ~ well 
illustrated, It occurred within a few seconds after mixing the cells and serum together. 

It is quite possible, of course, that in such a concentration of the serum, 
agglutination of sbeep-cells might occur in conditions other than infectious 
mononucleosis. It is unlil\:ely, howe ver, that the agglutination would 
occnr with the same rapidity. Twenty normal sern tested in this manner 
showed no trace of a.gglutinins whatsoever. In addition, the serUlll (rom a 
case clinically very suggestive of infectious mononucleosis gave a negative 
rapid slide (1gglutination. 'rhis result was con finned by tbe more detailed 
test. 

Slide agglutination would appeal' to he a usefull'apid method of testing 
sera.. fl'he result would certainly be accepted without reserve if negative, 
and probably also wh en positive, if the great r:1pidity and the degree of 
agglutination are taken into accoullt. 

As is to be expected, the heterophile antibodies can be removed from the 
patient's serum by absorption with sheep's red blood cells. In order to 
demonstrate the specificlty of sheep cells, agglutination tests were carried 
out with a kno\\'n positive serum against the red blood cells of tbe lllonse, 
guinea-pig and rabbit. In each case the resn lt was negative. 

DrSCUSSION. 

Paul and Bnnnell point out that it is unlikely that infectious lllono
nucleosis ,.,'ould be th e on ly disease in whicb the prouuctioll of hetel'ophile 
a.ntibodies occurs to such a marked degree. It is to be expec ted, 
(1S is the case with the artificial stimulation of antibodies by tbe injection 
of Forssman antigen, that this phenomenon of heterophilic antibody 
production in disease will be fairly widely distributed. So far, thi s has 
not been found to be the case. 

An other question, hO'Nevel', arises whicb is the COil verse of that raised 
by Paul and Bunnell. Does tbis marked stimulation of beterophile anti
bodies take place in all cases of infectious mODonucleosis or only in certain 
types 'I Can a negative test be assessed at tbe same value as a positive 
result ? 'i'his query is raised in view 01 the fact tbat three sera have been 
received in this la.bora.tory for examination fol.' heterophile antibodies, and 
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L. T. Poole and H. T. Findlay 153 

the medical officer in charge is of the opinion that all three were cases of 
infectious mononucleosis; yet in one ca.se only were heter.ophile antibodies 
present. This question obviously requires further investigation. 

The Direi::tor of Pathology has recently circulated a note giving' the 
methods for demonstrating the presence of heterophile antibodies which is 
reprod,uced. 

INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS. 

Methods for Demonstrating the Presence of Heterophile Antibodies., 
These may be demonstrated by two methods :-

(1) Agglutination of sheep's cells. 
(:2) Hremolysis of sheep's cells. 

Apparatus Required:-
Wassermann rack with five tubes for each test and control. 
Pipettes: (a) Volume, graduated 0'1 cubic centimetre; Cb) capillary, 

graduated 0'5 cubic centimetre and 1 cubic centimetre; (c) 1 cubic 
centimetre graduated, clamped in stand and actuated by rubber 
teat to measure red cells. 

Burette: 25 cubic centimetres and stand-for saline. 
Water bath 37° C. 

Reagents Required:-
Patient's serum inactivated at 56° C. Optimum time for inactiva

tion is between fifteen and thirty minutes. 
Normal human serum inactivated as above. 
Sheep's red blood cells 2 !ler cent s'uspension in saline, prepared from 

washed packed cells. 
Saline 0'85 per cent. 
Complement (guinea-pigs) for the estimation of hremolysins only. 

Note.-One cubic centimetre of patient's serum is ample for both tests. 

(1) AGGLUTINATION TEST. 

Method. 
(a) Make up a 1: 15 dilution of the patient's serum, using the volume 

pipette graduated to 0'1 cubic centimetre. This is done by placing in the 
first tube 1'4 cubic centimetres saline and 0'1 cubic centimetre patient's 
serum. Mix thoroughly and prepare a number of doubling dilutions, the 
detail of which is given below. ' 

(b) Make up a similar dilution of the control serum. 
(c) By means of the capillary pipette graduated to 0'5 cubic centimetre 

transfer 0'5 cubic centimetre saline to all tubes in the test and control 
rows, except the first or initial dilution tube. 

(d) With the 0'5 cubic centimetre pipette discard 0'5 cubic centimetre 
of the 1 : 15 dilution from the first tube and then transfer 0'5 cubic centi
metre of the 1 : 15 dilution to the' second tube and from the second tube to 
the third and so on to the last tube, finally discarding 0'5 cubic centimetre. 
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154 Laborat01'Y Diagnosis of Glandlllar Fever 

The resulting dilutions are 1 : 15, 30, 60, 120, 480 in 0'5 cubic centimetre 
amounts. 

(e) Carry out the same procedure using control serum. 
(f) Add 0'5 cubic centimetre 01 2 per cent suspension of sheep's cells 

to all tubes of test and control rows, 
(g) Add 1 cubic centimetre saline to all tubes of test and control 

bringing total volume to 2 cubic centimetres in each tube. 
(h) Shake and place in water bath at ;;7° C, for one bour, and leave 

to sta.nd in ice-box Or refrigerator overnight. 
(oi) Before reading invert each tube three times, allow to settle for a 

rew minutes and then read, Tbe end-point sbou ld be taken as the bighest 
dilution of the serum which shows obvious naked-eye agglutination of 
the cells. A uniform suspension would judicate a negative reading, 
whereas, in a pOl:iitive reading tIle agglutinated cells will sediment 
rapidly, 

Note,-A titre 011 : GO is pathognomonic of glandular fever. The control 
row should show no agglutination. 

The final dilutions are greater than 1 : 15, &c., owing to the addition of 
cells and saline, but for simplicity this fact is ignored. 

(2) HJEMOLYSIS OF SHEEP'S CELLS, 

This test is carried out in a similar manner to the agglutination tests, 
To 0'5 cubic centimetre amonnts of inactivated semm in the various 
dilutions, 1 cubic centimetre of guinea-pig complement in a dilution of 1 : 30 
is added, then 0'5 cubic centimotre of a 2 per cent suspension of sheep's 
cells, followed by 1 cubic contimetre of saline, bringing the total volume to 
3 cubic centimetres in each tube. The tubes are shaken, placed in a woter 
bath at 3'7° C. for one bour and then read, 

000000 

FIG , 1.-A drawing of an agglutinat.ion test m:l.de before the tubes ha.ve been ;.;ha.kcn and 
viewed" in t.he depth" aga.inst & wbite backg round in du.ylight. The t;ubeR in the upper row 
of l,h8 diagram illustrate the close packing of the non-dumped (lclls in the case of norma.l 
blood. 'The tubes in the low8r row show the irregular edges of the clumped cells <liud the 
l'clatiYcly large circle of the clumped cells in a posj~ive casc. 
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L. T. Poole and H. T. Findlay 155 

The hmmolytic property of the patient's serum is' usually found to run 
parallel with the agglutinin content. 

Note.-The end-point is taken as the highest dilution of the patient's 
serum which shows complete hmrnolysis. 

Addendum to Note.~Since the circulation of the note, it has been 
observed that most useful information in the reading of the agglutination 
test can be obtained, if before inverting the tubes in the manner prescribed 
they are examined" in the depth " against a white background in daylight. 
It will be found that in a negative result the deposited sheep cells pack in a 
small circle with a regular well-defined circumference; whereas when 
agglutInation has occurred the circle made by the deposited clump cells is 
.larger and has a very irregular circumference. An interer;ting point is that 
thisirreglllarity of the margin is more marked in the higher dilutions of 
tbe serum tban intbe lower (fig. 1 illustrates this point): 
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